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Yiyun is the second generation of domestic servants in the Shu
family’s old house.
It’s just that when Yi Yun was very young, about four or five years old,
Yi Yun followed her parents and went abroad with the three brothers
of the Shu family to take care of the three brothers’ lives.
Since then, the second-generation domestic helper who was originally
a domestic servant has also become an out-and-out banana man
living abroad.
But Yi Yun is much better than Banana Man.
She speaks Chinese very smoothly.
One is that she was four or five years old when she went abroad, and
basic communication had already taken shape. Two, it was also
because Yi Yun’s parents were all domestic people, and she
communicated with her parents in Chinese.
There are also three masters, all of whom were in their teens when
they went abroad, so they mainly communicated in Chinese.
Therefore, Yi Yun’s Chinese is very good.
Foreign languages  

are even better.

Although Yi Yun is the second-generation domestic servant of the
Shu family, and her parents are also domestic servants abroad, the
Shu family treats Yi Yun well.

From childhood to school abroad, all the way to university.
This also caused Yi Yun to have an illusion.
That is, she herself seemed to be a child of aristocratic background.
In school, she is also a popular figure, but when it comes to talking
about boyfriends, Yi Yun will be extremely picky. She does not look
down on ordinary good boys. Only in a prominent position.
Once, a prince from a small country in West Asia wanted to fall in love
with Yi Yun, but Yi Yun didn’t even look at the little prince.
The reason is no more than that, although the little prince is a prince,
he is like a local old hat. The small country is not as good as
Nancheng, and he relies on relief every year to maintain his life.
Such a prince, what did she marry?
What’s more, the prince spoke English with a strong hometown flavor.
I really want to die from laughing Yi Yun.
The prince knelt down on one knee in front of the whole school and
pursued Yi Yun, but Yi Yun thought it was just a joke.
Her vision, the perfect husband she wants, in those real upper
classes, at least like the eldest brother, the second brother, and the
third brother.
However, Yi Yun never thought that the men she hoped for were not
pursued by her.
Yi Yun ignored a question.
That is to say, the situation in the whole world is actually similar.
Those children of prominent families, rich or powerful, all have to
marry.
For example, Queen Isa and her husband.
The two families, from the very beginning, are the right match.

And what about Yi Yun’s family background?
Is it possible to let a powerful nobleman marry the daughter of a
domestic servant?
Those foreigners pay more attention to this than domestic ones.
As a result, Yiyun has been in her early thirties and still has no
boyfriend. Fortunately, foreign countries are relatively diverse cities,
and Yiyun, who is in her thirties, is adopted, so she does not look old.
Because Yi Yun has been working hard to find a reliable husband for
so many years, in terms of personal career, she is mediocre and has
no serious work. She relies on her parents to support her on
weekdays.
Apart from being able to speak Chinese and foreign languages, I have
no other expertise.
She has no director, but she still maintains the arrogance of the eldest
Shu family, and her eyes are higher than the top.
This led to the fact that those elites who had started their own
self-made, originally looked at Yi Yun’s good temperament and good
looks, and those who wanted to pursue her did not dare to pursue her.
As a result, Yi Yun became an out-and-out old girl.
When the old girl Yi Yun heard that Shu Mingxia was going to
introduce her boyfriend, she immediately cried with emotion on the
phone: “Brother Mingxia, you…are you telling the truth? The man you
want to introduce to me is Who?
From Nancheng?”
Shu Mingxia nodded: “Well, it’s from Nancheng, do you want to return
to China to settle down?”
Yi Yun immediately became excited: “Brother Mingxia, I guess, since
you introduced my boyfriend to me, then It must be a powerful person
in Nancheng. That should be the right one with the Shu family, and
the right family with the Shu family…Fu family, Fu family right? I

heard that the Fu family was cholera by the illegitimate child in the
early years. Almost all of the family has withered.
It seems that the illegitimate son of the Fu family is in power now?
Well, that illegitimate son should be forty, right? It’s
still an illegitimate son! I heard
that
his name is Arron, right?
Brother, what does that Arron look like? Is he good-looking? He is
bald and has a big belly. Is he fat?
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If this is the case, I don’t want it.
I don’t want him any more money.
An illegitimate child was enough to make me vomit blood. “
Yi Yun was muttering on this side, but Shu Mingxia on the other side
was very disdainful.
He didn’t take Yi Yun seriously.
However, now the three brothers of the Shu family want to use Yi Yun,
they can only listen to her nagging on the phone.
Listening to Yi Yun’s eyes full of thoughts was Arron, and Shu
Mingxia’s heart was full of anger.
No way!
This bad breath must come out!
Arron! Remember the website
Suzi!

Alyce!
The most important thing is that damn Galia We
must drive Galia out of the Shu family! Shu
Ming Xia An quietly listened to Yi Yun’s nagging over there, and after
the nagging, Shu Ming Xia said again: “You will know when you arrive
at Nancheng, come back to Nancheng, as soon as possible, “
“Good Ming Xia brother. I’ll pack up and leave now! “
It was said to pack up and leave immediately, but no one expected
that this Yi Yun’s speed of departure would be so fast.
After all, she is a woman in her thirties.
I think what my husband thinks, but I don’t want to eat or drink.
I suffer day and night.
At first glance, when she heard that Brother Ming Xia was going to
introduce Arron, the No. 1 powerful man in Nancheng, Yi Yun was
actually very happy.
However, she was also disgusted.
She really disliked that Arron was an illegitimate child.
Disgust turned into disgust, but Yi Yun set off as fast as lightning.
The day before, Shu Ming Xia Gang called Yi Yun to ask her to return
to China. Yi Yun had already arrived in Nancheng at ten o’clock in the
morning the next day.
Moreover, she didn’t tell Shu Mingxia or anyone in the Shu family.
Because she wants to go to her son-in-law by herself.
She has grown up abroad since she was a child, she is a woman of
Western thinking, she is straightforward.

Although Arron is the most powerful person in Nancheng, she has to
take her fancy.
If it was really a middle-aged and greasy man in his forties with a bald
pot belly, she would slap the old man in the face: “Does the toad want
to eat swan meat? You think so beautifully!”
Just sitting in the car like this, Thinking about this problem all the way,
Yi Yun also came to the downstairs of the Fu Group Building
unknowingly.
When she got off the car, she wore long wavy hair, stepped on
sky-high high heels, and wore sunglasses, and entered the Fu Group
with a foreign style.
“Miss, who are you looking for?” Seeing this momentum, the front
desk became more respectful.
Yi Yun raised her head and didn’t look at the small receptionist, she
just said condescendingly: “I’m looking for Arron!” The
small receptionist: “May I ask who you are…”
“Take me to see Arron immediately! Otherwise, you eat No way!”
The front desk said immediately, “Miss, you…you come with me.” The
front desk trotted and took Yi Yun to Arron’s office not far away, and
then said to Yi Yun: ” Miss, go in by yourself, I, I’m going back.” I
was really afraid of this woman.
She thinks this is not Mrs.
And the president has a wife.
What’s the situation?
The small front desk ran away.
Yi Yun stood alone outside the office door, she brewed a
condescending posture, and then raised her hand to knock on the
door when a voice came from behind.

“Excuse me, who are you looking for?” Arron calmly looked at the
woman who was scratching her head.

